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1.S5000T at system startup or insert system disk (or management module), after 10 minutes, make sure
the system start completely normal, then can operate the upgrade..
A.True
B.False
Answer: A
2.About the disaster recovery and the data backup, which is true?
A.disaster recovery is the data backup.
B.disaster recovery is a method of data backup.
C.the data backup is the foundation of disaster recovery.
D.all above are not correct..
Answer: C
3.S5500T System is configured a RAID group, RAID group may downgrade, why? (Select 3 Answers)
A.RAID group member disc was uprooted
B.RAID group member disc is replaced by other different types of hard disk
C.RAID group member disc in bad failure fault or others result to speaking, reading and writing
D.RAID group member disc is set to hot spare disk
Answer: A, B, C
4.linux Which of the following command can be used when uninstall packages?
A.kill
B.unstallp
C.unload
D.rpm -e
Answer: D
5.Create a common LUN, which parameters can only be created when modified, after create cannot be
modified (Select two Answers)
A.the names of the LUN
B.Striping depth of the LUN
C.ownership of the controller f the LUN
D.capacity
Answer: B, D
6.A complete, normal RAID5, its member disc include the real data information and validation data
information.
A.True
B.False
Answer: A
7.The process of configure storage system is create LUN first then create RAID.
A.True
B.False
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Answer: B
8.Can replaceable units of Huawei SAN storage products (Select 3 Answers)
A.hard disk
B.the controller
C.power supply fan
D.CPU
Answer: A, B, C
9.Data redundancy in RAID1 is approved in which technical?
A.OX
B.Hamming Code check
C.P+Q double check
D.the mirror
Answer: D
10 How many hard disk at least need when create RAID10?
A.1
B.2
C.3
D.4
Answer: C
11.Both large number of random access to business data and strict in data security scenario, which raid
levels is suitable for use?
A.RAID0
B.RAID1
C.RAID3
D.RAID10
Answer: D
12.RAID0 is often called stripe, RAID0 allow damage to the data of member hard disk is not lost.
A.True
B.False
Answer: B
13.Windows " disk management" requires all dynamic disk and GUID partition table (GPT) disk all use
NTFS file system.
A.True
B.False
Answer: A
14.when S5600T and S6800T on power failure, built-in BBU can offer power supply to safe box disc.
To ensure that the dirty data in safe box disc without losing.
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A.True
B.False
Answer: B
15.Only 2 hard disk on storage device, which RAID level can choose to create?
A.RAID3
B.RAID0
C.RAID1
D.RAID6

(Select 2 Answers)

Answer: B, C
16.Which method that Huawei storage products maintenance tool package can access to?
A.local service manager
B.400 response center
C.huawei support website
D.dealer
Answer: C
17.Which the following items must include in when to apply for license file for storage system (Select 2
Answers)
A.contract no.
B.control box serial number
C.customer name
D.LAC code
Answer: B, D
18.which type of host port is not included in S2600 series storage array?（）
A.SAS
B.FC
C.iSCSI
D.SATA
Answer: D
19.Under configure export functionality in S5000T storage array, which format of configuration file?（）
A..DAT
B..EXE
C..TXT
D..DOC
Answer: A
20.According to SHARE 78 international organizations, how many grades of disaster recovery can
divided into?
A.5
B.6
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C.7
D.8
Answer: C
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